
Date & Title: 15th May Windsor 5f Novice 
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Preview – Last Voyage a $335k breeze up buy is so short as to be unbackable after Charlie Appleby’s 

4/4 record with debutants so far this season and appears to represent terrible value. Choice 

Encounter looked to have a bit of size at Yarmouth but his conqueror To Wafij is a modest animal 

judging by his effort at Lingfield on Friday. Not sure which is first jock for the Hannons, Levey or 

Marquand but Straight Ash will have to show a lot of improvement to defeat Last Voyage if he is 

what the market suggests. The other Hannon runner Wildnightinvegas with Levey up is an 85k 

Kodiac so has potential. The same can be said for Indian Warrior on 2to for Ed Dunlop and Last Page 

for Evans. If there is anything here to beat the Godolphin newcomer perhaps the paddock review 

will reveal it. 

Prior race notes 

Straight Ash – Green in prelims, leggy and looking gangly but with a bit of scope and a frame to fill 

out in due course. Ran well for a May foal getting outpaced and staying on. 67 with possibly more to 

come. 

Last Voyage review – Once this group had appeared in the paddock suddenly 6/4 did not appear bad 

value about Last Voyage. A clear size bigger than Choice Encounter and about 3 sizes bigger than the 

rest except Indian Warrior. The puzzle here was Choice Encounter, how did he get beaten by To 

Wafij 2to at Yarmouth? He is quite a heavily made animal so perhaps he has taken 3 runs to really 

come to himself which would not be out with the Bell method. 



 

Last Voyage – Top end of medium but big in his proportions, deep chest, big shoulders and rump. 

Looked almost a 3yo.That American breeding, what do they fed them or supplement them with as 

yearlings? Good intro from W Buick winning a tad cheekily. Certainly not hard trained, I don’t think 

he is exceptional but should easily rate 80+, maybe even into the 90’s if he develops according to his 

size. 

 



Choice Encounter – Strongly made, lower end of medium, good attitude. Not dis-similar in style of 

build to the winner, just a Without Last Voyage in the field I would have been confident that this one 

would win. I am a bit puzzled by his previous form. Should win a maiden and might be a bit better. 

75 

 

Indian Warrior – Lesser model, top end of small, stuck on well, 70 



 

Straight Ash - was a perfect example of how easy it is to over-rate in the first month or so of the 

season. How I found any potential in him appears a mystery in the context of this field. Shrimpy, 

hard to see his owners getting a return on their 36k. 58 



 

WildNightInVegas – Miniature, but all the right things in all the right places. One can see why having 

been bought as a yearling for £85k he was not sold at 40k as a 2yo. He simply had not grown. Not 

disgraced and the Hannon’s may somehow find him a little race but his size is a real problem. 



 

Bond Angel – Rabbit 45 

 



Following Breeze – Another puzzler as to why Boyle gave 38k for this at a breeze up. Bit more size 

than Straight Ash and I suppose might develop into a poor handicapper. 48 

 

Last Page – Well, hard to know what happened here. She is a leggy hat rack but with enough size to 

win something as she has shown in her early runs. Clearly has a kink as she wasted no time in getting 

rid of poor John Egan. Possibly a 65+ if she is not completely mad. 

 

 

 


